DISCLAIMER
The following conditions and warnings apply to the information contained herein:
A. This electronic version of the MSDGC estimating data base is provided to supplement the
work outlined in Professional Services Agreement. Contract Number: ___________, and is
intended only for the convenience of the users. It is the responsibility of potential users to
determine the accuracy and completeness of estimates provided by the Consultant in
accordance with the Contract requirements.
B. All estimating files furnished by MSDGC were developed as instruments specifically for
MSDGC. If the estimating database is used without MSDGC specific written permission,
such reuse is at the reusing party's risk, without liability to MSDGC who does not represent
the estimating data base to be suitable for use on any other project or for any other
purpose.
C. The estimating database furnished by MSDGC may not be reproduced or copied by anyone
in any form, electronic or otherwise, without the express written permission of MSDGC.
D. The estimating database furnished by MSDGC may contain some or all of certain computer
programs which MSDGC is licensed to use. Without specific written agreement by the
software licensor, MSDGC may neither transfer these program licenses to nor authorize
their use by another party.
E. MSDGC makes no warranty or guarantee, express or implied, regarding the estimating
database information furnished by MSDGC or the device or medium in or on which the files
are furnished. MSDGC cannot and does not warrant that the electronic files furnished by it
will not degrade over time or contain no errors, flaws or other discrepancies that may
render the files unsuitable for the purposes intended by the user.
F. MSDGC makes no representation, warranty or guarantee that the device or medium in or
on which the files are furnished is suitable for use in or on, or will not otherwise damage or
impair, the user's computer or other device or machine employed by the user to
manipulate or otherwise use the files.
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